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“The main aim,
especially as a
first-timer, is to
complete the
course in good
order and enjoy
the scenery”
GROUP SPIRIT Pedal for Scotland
events draw big numbers of cyclists
who enjoy the camaraderie

sportive fun
compulsory and, while hi-viz
clothing might not be, it makes
sense to wear something that
is visible to other roads users.
On longer sportives, such as
the Pedal for Scotland 110-mile
Big Belter, clip-in pedals or
toe-clips will aid your ride.
Cycling with your feet
attached to the pedals provides
a more efficient and powerful
rotation. However, it’s important
that you practise cycling with
cleated pedals before setting
out on a group ride, because
many people fall off the first
few times they use them.
What you eat and drink
during a sportive could also
make a considerable difference.
Carry at least two bottles of
water, or a hydration bladder
in a rucksack, and lots of small
snacks.
Long-distance rider Heather
MacKay said: “It’s all too easy
to forget to eat or drink until it’s
too late, so I recommend that
cyclists take in a high-energy
snack at least every 30 minutes.”
Some prefer the ease of energy
gels and drinks, while others
go for a homemade solution.
Jon Sparks, another experienced
rider, said: “Hi-tech sports
drinks, energy bars and gels
are effective but expensive. For
hydration, I dilute fruit juice with

water and add a pinch of salt
– and I make my own flapjacks.”
Paralympic silver medallist
Aileen McGlynn OBE said:
“Electrolytes in energy drinks
help to boost hydration, so I
make sure I drink a lot of
these when cycling hard.”
Most sportives provide food
and drink stations en route.
Take advantage of these to
stop for a refuel, fill your water
bottles and pocket some snacks.
At the start, you may be
tempted to speed off to try
to keep up with the faster
riders – but don’t do it.
Heather said: “Going off too
hard at the start will make a
longer event unsustainable for
most cyclists. What feels easy
in the first 10 miles certainly
won’t at 50 miles.”
Pace judgment comes with
experience. But Jon said: “A
good rule of thumb is being
able to carry on a fairly
normal conversation.
“You may need to go ‘into
the red’ a bit on the climbs,
but don’t overdo it, and try
to ease back and recover
on the descent or the
next flat section.
“If you get past
halfway and it still
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out my award-winning website. Log on to
and other activities as well as kit reviews.

feels easy, then you can try
picking up the pace a little.”
Sportives also offer the chance
to ride as a group. It could be
that you have entered with
friends or that you find other
people riding at a similar pace.
Group riding offers advantages
of “drafting”, which is when you
cycle in the slipstream of others
and out of the head wind.
It’s claimed you can save up
to 30 per cent of your energy
output by drafting.
But take care when riding
with others. If they are cycling
in a formation, you should have
experience of how to join in.
And, as Jon highlighted, a
sportive is not a race.
He said: “The main
aim, especially
as a first-timer,
is simply to
complete the
course in
good order.
“Enjoy the scenery
and the company of
other riders, rather
than hammering
head-down
to get to the
finish a few
minutes
faster.”
■ See
pedalfor
scotland.org
for more
information.

Commonwealth Games
star and ScotTISH CyCling
athlete Charline Joiner helps
you get back in the saddle
Lying on the
floor, exhausted
from a Wattbike
session, I was
thinking of ways
to bring myself
back to life
when I found
the inspiration
for this month’s
column – nutrition.
Don’t worry, I
managed to scrape
myself off the floor and
crawl upstairs from the
“pain cave” to consume
a very lumpy recovery
protein shake.
Lumpy due to the fact
I didn’t have any energy
to vigorously shake the
bottle.
Everyone should learn
from my mistakes here
and have a protein or
recovery shake made
up in advance to drink
after their session.
It doesn’t have to be a
protein shake – a simple

homemade shake of
milk, honey and cocoa
powder would do the job
and tastes great too.
There is a 20-minute
window that’s important
for refuelling after
training. Following
this process will allow
the body to recover and
repair efficiently for your
next session and stop
you feeling as tired.
Eating a meal within
an hour after exercising
will have the same effect.
The meals you eat
before and after training
should contain most
of your daily intake of
carbohydrates, such
as brown rice or sweet
potato, to provide
your body with energy.
Protein and veg
should also be present
in these meals.
Fuelling on the bike
is also important and I
would say that eating
every hour on the hour

is recommended
when riding for two
hours or more.
The best food to take
out on the bike would
be bananas, energy
bars, cereal bars and,
if needed, gels for the
last hour.
Eating on the bike
will stop you from
experiencing the
“bonk” – which is
that feeling of having
hollow legs, being
unable to pedal
hard, dizziness and
complete emptiness.
As well as eating on
the bike, it is equally
as important to drink
plenty of fluids.
I was always told to
drink a bottle an hour,
which is a good goal.
You can always stop
off at a café or shop to
refill your bottles if you
run out, but make sure
you have this planned
in for your ride.

Charline’s Weekly
Riding Plan for July
Week 1 – Map out a 35-mile ride.
Go really easy, pedalling fast but
on an easy gear. During this ride,
do 3x5min hard efforts, try to
hold the pace from start to finish
and make sure you have 10 minutes
between each effort for nice and
easy recovery. If you have a café
stop, you should do your efforts
before.
Week 2 – Now that you are getting
fitter and stronger, ride for around
35 to 40 miles with 2x5min efforts
and 10 minutes in-between. Pick
a hill and sprint up it five times.
The hill should be about 30 seconds
long, and you want about three
minutes to recover between
each sprint. No café stop this week.
Week 3 – Ride 45 miles with a café
stop 45 minutes to an hour before
returning home. Before the café

stop, do 2 to 3x10min hard
efforts trying to push hard. If
you are in a group, take turns at
the front and practise sitting
on someone’s wheel to shelter
from the wind. The key is to look
at the saddle in front and not
the wheel. Make sure you have
10 minutes between the efforts.
Ride back from the cafe nice
and easy.
Week 4 – Ride 45 to 50 miles with
a café stop. This time, at every
hill or incline you reach, put it in a
big hard gear and ride up the hill
slow. Your legs should be spinning
slowly but this will get you strong.
Make sure on the flat and downhill
you are spinning the pedals fast.
This will help your legs recover
from the efforts you have put
in up the hills.

Charline is a personal trainer – email charlinejoiner1804@hotmail.co.uk
or follow charline on twitter @DynamiqueF. To register for Pedal for
Scotland or find out more about the event, go to www.pedalforscotland.org

